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CA58

Size Closed: 35 x 33 x 9.5 cms / 13.75 x 13 x 3.75 inches
SUPREME ORGANIZER

CA570

CA540

LARGE MAT CARRIER (18’’X24’’)
Size Closed: 52 x 68 cms / 20.5 x 26.8 inches

CRAFT PROJECT FOLDER
Size Closed: 32.5 x 39 x 5.5 cms / 12.8 x 15.35 x 2.2 inches

This fantastic bag has 18 pockets! The large flat storage pocket is
perfect for your pattern books, color charts, and magnetic chart holder. 
The 13 1/2 inch pocket has a clear vinyl front that will accommmodate
your project in a hoop or Q-Snap. There are several additional storage
pockets with zippers to keep your floss, needles, scissors, line markers, 
magnifiers, and battery operated stitching light well organized.

This innovative folder is designed to hold the individual
projects you are working on. The clear vinyl front helps to
identify contents at a glance. The velcro opening secures
the contents and the handle makes it the perfect choice to
take to your stitching  group, classes, or retreats.

This very large bag has plenty of space for your
needlework frames, stretcher bars, Q-Snaps, 
hoops, charts, pattern books, thread or yarn. 
There are additional zippered compartments 
for much needed supplies and notions, and a
convenient carrying handle. 



Size Closed: 22 x 15.5 x 9.5 cms / 8.6 x 6 x 3.8 inches

The perfect “grab and go” organizer. There are four
individual pockets to keep metallic and speciality
threads separate from your floss, with plenty of space
for your tools, chart, and cross stitch fabric. 

Size Closed: 36 x 36 x 8 cms / 14.15 x 14.15 x 3 inches
BLOCK SHOWCASE BAGCA370

4 POCKET ORGANIZER

CA340

CA14

Size Closed: 17 x 24 x 8 cms / 6.5 x 9.5 x 3.2 inches
MINI CRAFT ORGANIZER (LARGE)

Compact, yet highly functional, with a
large, individual pocket for your current
project.  Easily stores more than one
project, your  tools, supplies, and up
to a 6-inch hoop. 

This bag was designed with a generous, undivided storage space,
that allows for large hoops, smaller frames, and other tools and
project supplies needed. The zippered top opens completely,
allowing for full access. The handle makes it easily portable!



COMPACT CRAFT ORGANIZER
Size Closed: 14 x 25 cms / 5.5 x 10 inches
Size Open: 40 x 25 cms / 15.75 x 10 inches

Size Closed: 47 x 28 x 15 cms / 18.5 x 11 x 6 inches
KNITTING BAG PREMIUM

CA485

YAZZII CARRY ALL
Size Closed: 33 x 50.5 x 14 cms / 13 x 19.8 x 5.5 inches

CA120

CA20

This purse-size organizer is perfect for small
cross stitch or embroidery projects. There are
five zippered pockets that will store your project 
supplies, and up to a four inch hoop.

A stitcher's dream! This bag will keep you organized with twenty 
zippered pockets that vary in size for your tools, notions, and other 
supplies, for embroidery, cross stitch, or needlepoint. The depth of this 
bag provides a place for everything you need, including the space for 
multiple projects.  The handle makes it extremely portable!

Not just for knitting! This bag can hold up to a medium frame
with plenty of room for yarn or floss, and will accommodate
some of the portable stitching lights. There are ample zippered
pockets for your needles, scissors, threaders, needle minders,
rulers, and more. The adjustable shoulder strap makes it the
perfect take-a-long bag!



CA140

OVAL CRAFT BAG

YAZZII CRAFT BOX 

CA371
BLOCK CARRY CASE

Size Closed: 24 x 25 x 8 cms / 9.45 x 9.8 x 3.2 inches

Size Closed: 37 x 37 cms / 14.5 x 14.5 inches

CA474

Size Closed: 29 x 25 x 8 cms / 11.4 x 9.8 x 3.1 inches

Portable in size, with a shoulder strap, this functional bag has
perfect storage for embroidery or cross stitch projects on the
go. There are four sections with zippered pockets and storage
compartments, that will hold your supplies, notions, and up to
an 8-inch hoop. 

This open organizer, with a handle, comes with four
zippered pouches; each with different storage
configurations, to hold all of your tools and notions.
The four detached pockets  can be used to organize
your supplies. There is also room for your stitching
fabric. The pouches  can be easily removed if one
large storage area is desired. 

This bag is perfect for storing your needlework project in
progress. It has a handle and dual zippers that allow it to be
opened up completely. The clear vinyl front provides a view of
the contents at a glance. Plenty of storage for your fabric,
hoop, threads, scissors, needles & other project necessities. 



YAZZII BAGS ARE AVAILABLE IN 7 COLORS
FILL UP AND

FEEL THE
DIFFERENCE

Yazzii.com
Purple Green AquaFuschia

Black Red Navy

Pictures are not to scale
Accessories & Products
not included
Refer to website for full
range with descriptions and
dimensions
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Extensive
consultation with

enthusiastic crafters
ensure that 

Yazzii Bags
are functional, practical

and fit for purpose.

DESIGNED IN AUSTRALIA

Distributor and Wholesale enquiries welcome

sales@yazzii.com
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